A whole systems approach:

Tracking history, evaluating progress, modifying approach and refocusing effort.

Meeting Agenda

1. INTRODUCTIONS

2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
   From previous meeting (January 14, 2018)

3. PROGRAM
   Sample Report: STARS Subcategory OP-1

4. CELEBRATE (Reflect, Share)

   Student Emily Wright was awarded 2 Bronze medals in the Society of News Design’s Best of Digital Design/World Best 2019 Competition. According to Ryan Sparrow, the SND competition coordinator, only 15 awards have been given to students over the last nine years. The competition is known for being extremely rigorous.


   House Climate Sign-On Letter

   White River film documentaries debuted February 19 at Minnetrista

   New STARS website and Benchmarking Tool launched.

5. FACILITATE (Endorse, Recommend)

   Peer-to-Peer Briefings on STARS Exemplars, Q and A
   Technical Manual
   Examples:
      BSU Submission
      Platinum
      Gold
      Silver

6. MEMBER REPORTS

   No Member Reports

7. ANTICIPATE (Plan, Announce)

   A CALL TO ACTION FOR HIGHER EDUCATION LEadership: At the 2019 Higher Education Leadership Summit, over 20 university presidents released a Call to Action for Higher Education Leadership with eight guiding principles for accelerating equitable and just climate solutions. These principles were reflected in the Summit program, with brainstorm panels, and small-group action planning focused on the nuts and bolts of how to be an effective anchor institution driving local sustainability, how to align endowment investments with institutions’ full ambition for a just transition to a low-carbon economy, and how to work effectively with other sectors – including by being a convener of more inclusive decision-making on sustainability.

8. OTHER ITEMS

   Next Meeting: April 8, 2019
   Board Room